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The purpose of this paper is to give inverse theorems for univariate and
multivariate Bernstein operators with some Jacobi weights. A crucial tool in our
approach is a decomposition technique which is especially useful for dealing with
interpolation theorems. ,. 1994 Academic Pre". Inc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Bernstein operators on C[O, I] are given by

n

where

B:U, x)= I. f(k/n) Pn.k(x),
k~O

_(n) k n kPn.dx)- k x.(I-x) .

(I.I )

The relation between the rate of convergence and the smoothness of the
functions they approximate has been investigated at great length. H. Berens
and G. G. Lorentz showed in [3] that for 0 < ct. = f3 ~ 2,

II(x(l-x)) fJi2(B:(j;x)-f(x))llero.l]=O(n~2) (1.2)

is equivalent to

II (x(l - x))(~ ~ fJli2 U(x + h) - 2f(x) + f(x - h))11 C[i1. 1~h] = O(h'). (1.3)
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Z. Ditzian proved the equivalence of (1.2) and (1.3) in the more general
cases 0 ~ f3 ~:x < 2 and 0 <:x < f3 ~ 2 -:x (see [5,6,8]). Recently the author
solved the left-hand case, 0 < :x < f3 < 2, in [16]. We note that M. Becker,
R. A. DeVore, R. J. Nessel, and V. Totik also considered this problem in
the direction f3 ~ 0 (see [1, 2, 13, 14]). The problem in the direction f3 < 0,
that is, the inverse theorem for weighted approximation, has not been
solved although the inverse theorem for weighted approximation by
Kantorovich operators was given in 1987 by Z. Ditzian and V. Totik (see
[9, Chap. 10]). In this paper we solve this problem. Some ideas in our
proof are from [9, 12].

In the multivariate case few inverse results are known. The first result
of this kind was given by Z. Ditzian [7] in 1986. Here we discuss
the weighted approximation problem for multidimensional Bernstein
operators. We deal only with the two dimensional case since the problem
in the higher dimensional case can be solved in the same way.

The multidimensional Bernstein operators on the simplex

are given by

s= {(x, y) : x, y ~ 0, x + y ~ I} (1.4)

where

n n - k

Bn(f, x, y) = I I f(kln, min) Pn.k.m(.'(, y), (1.5)
k~O m~O

Pn,k.m(X, y) = n !/(k! m !(n - k - m)!) xkym( 1 - x _ y In. k- m.

Ditzian's inverse theorem for these operators can be stated as follows.

THEOREM A. For fE C(S), 0 <:x < 1, the following statements are
equivalent:

(1) IIBnf-fllC(s)=O(n-");

(2)(a) Ilx" Ll~cl f(x, y)11 L,(x+v";; 3/4.x;;,h) = O(h2");

Ily" Ll~C2 f(x, y)11 L,lx+yOi4.y;;' r) = O(t2');

II (xy)"/2 Ll hc\ Ll tc2 f(x, y)IIL x (x+yO,4,\;;,h/2.y;;,t/21 = O(h"t");

(b) condition (a) is validfor f,(x, y) = f(1- x - y, y);

(c) condition (a) is validfor f2(X, y) = f(x, 1- x - y).

Here Llhcf(v) = f(v + hel2) - f(v - hel2) and Ll~J(v) = Llhc(Llhe!)(v) for
e, VE R 2 and hE R+. We also denote e l = (1, 0), e2= (0,1).
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In this paper we extend this result to the case of weighted approximation
by these multidimensional Bernstein operators with some Jacobi weights.
The first main difficulty in this problem is an unbounded property under
the usual weight norm, which we discuss in Section 2. To prove our main
results we introduce a decomposition technique in Section 6 which is
especially crucial for the estimation of the rate of convergence from the
smoothness of the function. By our technique a similar weighted
approximation problem for multidimensional Bernstein operators on cubes
can be easily solved. This technique is also assumed to be valuable for
dealing with the weighted approximation in L p by multidimensional
Bernstein-type operators (see [17,18]).

2. AN UNBOUNDED PROPERTY

The weights discussed in this paper are the Jacobi weights given by

w(x, y) = xliyi'(l - x - y)~. (2.1 )

By [9, Chap. 10] we assume that 0 < fl, y, '1 < 1.
The inverse theorem for weighted approximation is meant to charac

terize functions satisfying Ilw(Bn! - f)llc(s) = O(n-~) with 0 < C( < 1 by the
smoothness of the functions, so a natural norm in C(S) may be defined as

IlfII '" = II will ClS)·

However, with this norm the Bernstein operators are unbounded in C(S),
which is a discouraging phenomenon.

LEMMA 2.1. Let Ie C(S). Then we have

n-l n-k-I

Ilw(x, y) L: L I(kln, min) Pn.k.m(x, y)IICls) ~ 4{i+i'+~+ 1 Ilitillc(s).
k= 1 m= 1

Proof Note that [5, Lemma 3.2J

n

L: (nl(k + 1))m Pn,dx) ~ m! x- m

k=O

and

n

L: (nl(n-k+ 1))m Pn.k(x)~m!(l-x) m
k=O

(2.2)

(2.3)
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We also observe that
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Then by using Holder's inequality we have

,,-1

,,;; II~illw Xli L P".k(X) y'(1 - x - y)n (k/n)-p ((n - k)jn)-i'-n
k~l

X {2)'+n ~,~~ (((n-k)j(m+ I))"

+ ((n-k)/(n-k-m+ l)np,,-k.m(Y/(l-X))}

,,;; 11~~illw x P L p".k(x)y'(I-x- y)n (k/n)-fi ((n-k)/n)-Y-n
k ~ I

x 2' + n{( (l - x )/y)' + ((l - x )/( 1 - x - y))n}

,,;; 2i'+n+ I IllIilleo xP(l-X)"+n 2i'+n+fi

11-1

XL p".k(x){(n/(k+I))P+(n/(n-k+I))'+n}
k=l

,,;; 22 + 2)' + 2n+ II IllIill CIS)'

PROPOSITION 2.2. For any n E N the Bernstein operator B II is unbounded

on (C( S), II ·1111)'

Proof Letfp(x, y) = (l - x) y(l - x - y)/(l/p + x P) E C(S) for pEN. We
have

On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1 we have

IlwB,,(fp)llC(s);:' Ilw "f p".o.mfp(O, m/n)ll - 4 f1 +r+n+ I II lIip ll qSI
m=] C(S)

;:'p IIW(X,y) "fl p".o.m(.'t,y)m(n-m)n··· 2
11 _4f1 +,+n+ l

•

m~ I CIS)

Therefore, letting p -+ CIJ, we know that Proposition 2.2 holds.
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Thus, it is natural for us to discuss the weighted approximation problem
only in the space Co(S), where Co(S) = {IE C(S):f vanishes in the
boundary of S}. With this restriction we have the bounded property.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let fE Co(S), n E N. Then we have

IIB"fll ... :::;41+lj+;·+~ IIfII".

If we discuss the weighted approximation problem for multidimensional
integral-type operators in L p (1 :::; p :::; (0) [17, 18], we need not make such
a restriction since multidimensional Bernstein-Durrmeyer operators and
Kantorovich operators are bounded in the weight norm.

3. MAIN RESULTS

In this section we state our main results in the univariate and multi
variate cases. We fix some constants ~ < a = ¥S < b = H< c <~. We also
denote M s as a constant depending only on s, which may be different at
each occurrence.

To measure the smoothness of the functions we use the differences
defined as JhJ(v) = f(v + he) - f(v) and J~J(v)= Jhe(JhJ)(v) for vectors
v, e E R2 or Rand hER +. We give an equivalence between the rate of
convergence and the smoothness of the functions by using the technique of
interpolation spaces, which has been developed by many mathematicians
(see [9, 10, 13, 15]). So we give some notations first.

Let w,(x, y) = w( I - x - y, y), W2(X, y) = w(x, 1 - x - y).
We define the Peetre K-functional on Co(S) as

K(f, t) .. = inf {lIw(f-g)lIoo +t¢>(g)}
[lED

(t > 0), (3.1 )

where D is the weighted Sobolev space defined by

D = {g E Co(S) : g, :x g, :y g E AC,oC' ¢J(g) < oo} (3.2)

and

¢>( g) = II wgll 00 + ¢J,.,( g) + ¢>,.,Jg d + ¢Jw2(g2)' (3.3)

¢J,.,(g)=max{!lw(X,y)X(aa
2
2g) (X,y)11 . '

X L".(x +y"'; 3/4)

II
W(X,y)y(aa

2
2g ) (X,y)11 ' '

y L""(x+y,,,;3/4)

IIW(X, y).fiY (a:~yg) (x, y)LX(X+,Oi4J (3.4)
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With all the above expressions we can now give the following charac
terization of the rate of convergence for multivariate operators with Jacobi
weights by the smoothness of the function.

THEOREM 1. Let fE Co(S), 0 <.~ < 1, and B,,(f, x, y) be given by (1.5).
Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1)

(2)

(3)(a)

Ilw(B,J- /)11('(sl = O(n ');

K(f, tlw = 0(1');

Ilw(x, y) x' A ~el f(x, Y)II/.,IH ,_ <; c) = 0(h 2
');

Ilw(x, y) y' A~eJ(x, y)IIL,(x+y,;;C) = 0(t2,);

Ilw(x, y)(xy),/2 A he1 AteJ(x, y)lll.y(x+y<;C) = O(h't');

(b) condition (a) is validfor fl and H'I;

(c) condition (a) is validfor f2 and W2'

(3.5 )

(3.6 )

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

Remark. In view of Ditzian's Theorem A, Theorem 1 is natural. We
mention that the saturation case IX = 1 remains open even for w = 1. Similar
results hold for multidimensional operators on cubes and the proofs are
simpler, so we omit them here.

In the univariate case we also have the following characterization
theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let fE C[O, 1], 0 < IX < 1, 0 < fJ, y < 1, and B:(f, x) he
given by (1.1). Then

(3.10)

if and only if

(3.11 )

Remark. In the weighted approximation with 13, y > 0, the saturation
case has remained open for Bernstein operators as well as for integral-type
operators.

We only illustrate our method and prove Theorem 1, since the proof of
Theorem 2 is simpler, as is clear from the discussion in Section 5. In
Section 4 we show that (3.5) implies (3.6). In Section 5 we give a direct
estimate in the univariate case. Then, in Section 6 we prove the final
implications of Theorem 1 by our decomposition technique for multi
dimensional Bernstein operators.
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To prove that (3.5) implies (3.6) we use the standard method, as in
[9, 10, 13]. It is sufficient to prove the Bernstein-type inequalities

¢J(BJ)~Mn Ilfll""

and

¢J(BJ) ~ M¢J(f), for fE D.

To obtain these inequalities the following preliminary results are
necessary.

LEMMA 4.1. For Bn(f(s, t), x, y) given by (1.5), we have

Bn(l, x, y) = 1;

Bn(s, x, y) = x;

Bn«s- X)2, x, y) = x(l- x)/n;

BAst, x, y) = xy(n - 1)/n.

LEMMA 4.2 [7, Lemma 2.1]. Let fE Co(S). Then we have

(4.1 )

(4.2)

(4.3 )

(4.4)

(
0 ) n n~k

aX BJ (x, y) = (x(1- x - y»-l k~O m~o f(kln, min) Pn,k,m(X, y)

x(k(l-x-y)-(n-k-m)x) (4,5)

n n _. k

= I I Pn-l.k~ l,m(X, y)(f(kln, min)
k~l m~O

- f((k -1 )/n, min»; (4.6)

(
02 ) n n- k

Ox2BJ (X,Y)=X~2(1-x-y)-2k~Om~of(kln,mln)

x Pn,k,m(.'\:, y)(k(k - 1)(1 - X _y)2 - 2k(n -k - m)

xx(l-x- y)+x2(n-k-m)(n-k-m-1» (4.7)

n n-k

=n(n-I) L L Pn_ 2,k_2,m(x,y)(f(kln,mln)
k=2 m=O

- 2f((k - 1)/n, min) + f( (k - 2 )/n, min»; (4,8)
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(
82 ) n n-k
~ B,J (X, y) = (xy)- L (l-x- y) 2 I I f(kln, min) Pn,k,m(.r:, y)
uX L'J k ~ 0 m ~ 0

x (km(l - x - y)2 - (ky +mx)(n -k - m)(l- x - y)

+(n-k-m)(n-k-m-I)xy) (4,9)

11 n-k

=n(n-1) I I Pn_ 2,k_l,m_I(X,y)(f(kln,mln)
k=l ni=l

- f«k -1 )/n, mln)- f(kln, (m- 1)In)

+ f«k -1 )In, (m - I )/n»), (4,10)

Remark, Expressions for the second variable in the above lemmas can
be given in the same way,

Now we can prove the first Bernstein-type inequality,

LEMMA 4.3, Let fE CotS). Then we have

¢J(Bnf) ~ M n IIfll""

where the constant M is independent off and n,

Proof of Lemma 4.3. It is sufficient to prove

(4.11 )

(4.14 )

II
W(X, y) x (00

2

2 Bnf) (x, y)11 ~ M n Ilfll w (4.12)
X L,,(x + y';; 3/4)

and

II
W(X,y)JXy(o::,Bnf) (X,y)11 ~Mnllfllw' (4.13)

- ) L",(x + y,;; 3/4)

We first prove (4.12), Denote Q = Pn,k,m(X, y)(k(l - x - y) 
(n -k - m)x)2 + k(l- x- y)2 + (n - k - m) x 2). We note that 0 < {J, r,
IJ < I. Let x + y ~~, Then by Holder's inequality and (4,7) we have

( )

f313 ( )Y/3
~x-2(l-x-y)-21Ifllw I(kln)-3Q I(mln)-3Q

( )

,,/3 ( )1-(p+y+n)/3
X I«n-k-m)/n)-3Q IQ .

Here all the sums are taken for k, m ~ 1 and k +m < n.
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Therefore, we need to estimate the sums in (4.14). For x + y ~ ~ we can
obtain
n-l n-k-l n-l n-k-l
L L (k/n)-3Q~43x-3 L L Pn+3.k+3.",(X,y)
k~l ",~l k~l m=1

x {((k + 3)(1 - x - y) - ((n + 3) - (k + 3) - m )x f
+ t6k(l - x - y)2 + 7(n - k - m)x }

~43x·3«(n + 3) x(l- y) + 23(n + 3) x(l-x- y))

~46(n+3)x-2;

n-I n-k-l
L L Q~Bn(n2(s(l-x-y)-(I-s-t)x)2

+ ns( I - x - y f + n( I - s - t) x 2, x, y)

~ 16n x.

The other two sums in (4. t 4) can be estimated in the same way and we
obtain for x +y ~ ~

!W(X, y) x (::2 Bn!) (x, y)1

~ M p,y.~x{Jyy( I - x - y)~ xx' 2(1- X - y) -2 Ilfll",

~Mn IIf11",.

Hence, (4.1 2) holds.
Note that

I(xy)-l {km(l-x-y)2_(ky+mx)(n-k-m)

x (t - x - y) + (n - k - m)2 xy} I

~x-2(k(l-x- y)-(n-{-m)xf

+ y-2(m(t -x- y)- (n-k-m)y)2. (4.15 )

The proof of (4.1 3) can then be easily obtained by Holder's inequality, and
the same estimates as those for (4.1 2) obtained for the two variables. The
proof of Lemma 4.3 is now complete.

Next, we give the second inequality. To this end, we need another norm
in D defined as

(4.16)
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¢J:(f) = max {IIW(X,y)x(:22f) (X,Y)II '
(/x L x (x+y,,;;2/3)

II
W(X, y) jxy (a a~ ,f) (x, y)l! ' '

x ) L x (x+r";;2,3)

I I W(X'Y)Y(~)~2f)(X,y)111 .. }. (4.17)
uJ L"J(x+y~2i3)

This norm is crucial in the proof of our second inequality, but it is
equivalent to the previous norm ¢J in D, which we show as follows.

LEMMA 4.4. For the two norms ¢J and ¢J * given hy (3.3) and (4.16) in D,
we have

¢J(f) ~ C¢J*(f), (4.18 )

where C is a constant independent oflED.

The proof of Lemma 4.4 is easy if we write out the expressions of ¢:,(fl)
and ¢J~2(f2) explicitly.

Our second inequality can then be stated as follows.

LEMMA 4.5. Let lED. Then we have

¢J(BJ) ~ L¢J(f),

~vhere L is independent ofI and n.

Proof of Lemma 4.5. By Lemma 4.4 we need only prove that

¢J~(BJ)~ L¢(f).

(4.19)

Let us first assume that II x + y ~ b = O. Under this assumption we prove
that

(4.20)

By (4.8) we have for x + y ~ ~

!W(X, y) x (::2 BJ) (x, y)!

I

nn - k

= n(n-l) w(x,y)x k~2 m~1 Pn-2.k-2.m(X,y)

fl/nfl/n(iY ) I
x 0 0 ax2f «k-2)/n+u+v,m/n)dudv
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3n/4

~ n2w(x, y)X L
k~2

3n/4 - k
L Pn-2.k-2.m(X,y)

rn ~ 1

x f/n rn
tP"(f)((k-2)jn+u+v) {I-I (mjn)-"'4~dudv

o 0

3n/4 3ni4·- k
~Mp4~+2f3+ln2xfJ+lyrtPw(f) L L Pn-2.k-2.m(X,y)

k~2 rn~1

x (n/m)l' (n/(k -1 »f3+ I n- 2

~ M{I.),.~xfJ+ liitPw(f) x-{I- Iy - y

~ LtPAf)·

Here L depends only on 13, y, and 11. In the above estimates we have used
(2.2), Holder's inequality, and the inequality (in [2])

f
h/2 hi2.f (x+s+t)-{I·(I-x-s-t)-2(3'dsdt~MfJ·h2x-f3(I-x)-2f1',
-hi2 -hi2

(4.21 )

where x E [h, 1- h], 0 < h ~ k, and 0 < 13' = (13 + 1)/2 < 1.
The other two terms in the definition of tP~(BJ) can be estimated in

the same way and we have proved (4.20) under the assumption that
flx+ v~b = O.

To complete the proof for any fE D we choose a function l/J E COC(S)
such that

l/J Ix + Y <; 33/48 = 1

and

l/J Ix + Y ~ 17/24 = O.

Then, for any fE D we have l/JfE D and by (4.20),

tP~(Bnf) ~ tP~(Bn(f -l/Jf)) + LtPw(l/Jf).

We observe that (f-!#.f)lx+v<;33/4H=0 and l(f-l/Jf)(k/n,m/n)l~

(l + II l/J II x) n{l+'i+~ 1If)) •. By (4.7), (4.9), and Lemma 4.6 below, we have

with the constant L 1 independent off and n.
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For the second term we have

~w(tfrf) ~ (lltfrllx + II :x tfrll x+ II :v tfrll x

+ II ::2 tfrL + II a:~y tfrL+ II ~~2 tfrL)

x (~w(f) + II !II w + II w(x, y) (:x f ) (x, y) L'lx +..,0/4)

+ IIW(X, y) (:/) (x, Y)II ' ).
J L x (x+,..,;J/4)

Then, Lemma 4.7 below, yields

The proof of Lemma 4.5 is now complete.

LEMMA 4.6. There exists an absolute constant M o such that

for x + y:s; ~ and (k + m)jn ~~.

The proof of Lemma 4.6 is easy and we omit it here.

(4.22)

LEMMA 4.7 [9, Lemma 10.5.1]. Let "'*(x) = xa(l - X)b with a, bE (0, 1 l,
and

D* = {g E CEO, 1] : g' E ACloe , w*(x) x( 1 - x) g"(x) E Loc[O, I]}.

Then we have a constant C independent of g E D* such that

II w*g' II oc :s; c( II w*gllx + II w*(x) x(l - x) g"(x)II oc)'

With all the above lemmas we have proved that (3.5) implies (3.6)
in Theorem 1. This first step can be easily extended to the weighted
approximation in L p by the multidimensional operators given in [17,18].

In what follows we give the other steps in the proof of Theorem 1. First,
we give a direct theorem for univariate operators.
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In this section we give a direct theorem for weighted approximation by
univariate Bernstein operators. Then, by means of this theorem we prove
Theorem 1 in the next section, by our decomposition technique.

We first give the definition of the so-called weighted Lipschitz constants
for the functions in CEO, I]. Then we state and prove our direct theorem
by means of these constants.

DEFINITION. Let 0 ~ 8 < 1, 0 <:1. < 1. Then the weighted Lipschitz
constants for g E CEO, 1] are defined by

L(g) = sup {Ih-2~xOHL1~ g(x)[} (5.1)
o~ h ~ (c - h),.i2

x

and

L'(g)= sup {lhO-'LI~g(O)I}.
O<h';;(c-hl/2

Concerning these two constants we have the following relation.

LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that L(g) < 00 for gE CEO, 1]. Then we have

L'(g) ~ M"o(L(g) + II gll.:fj)'

Proof of Lemma 5.1. If 8;?;:1., then we have

L'(g)~41Igll:fj'

If 8 < IX, we introduce a local modulus of smoothness at zero as

v(t) = sup ILI~ g(O)I·
O<h~t

(5.2)

(5.3 )

For any hE [0, t], we choose d = h/2 and use the Steklov function in
[ t 2, p. 194] defined by

gd(S) = (2/d)2 (2 (2 (2g(s + u + v) - g(s+ 2u+ 2v)) du dv. (5.4)

Then, we have

1L1~gAO)1=IJ: J:g~(U+V)dUdvl

~CCId-2(8L1~/2g(u+v)-Ll~g(u+v))1 dudv

~9d-2CJ: d 2'(u+v)-,-odudvL(g)

~ M~,o d2~- 2h2- ~-OL(g)
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Igd(O) - g(O)1 ~ v(h/2).

Thus.

IA~ g(O)1 ~ IA~ gd(O)1 + Igd(O) - g(O)1 + Igd(2h) - g(2h)1 + 2 IgAh) - g(h)1

~4M~.fJh"-fJL(g)+v(h/2)+3d2>h II "L(g)

~ v(t/2) + (4M~.1I + 3) t" -IIL(g).

Hence, by induction,

v(t)~v(t/2)+(4M~.fJ+3)t> IIL(g)

~ ...

Therefore, we have

L'(g) ~ sup {t fJ - "v(t)} ~ (4M~.fJ+ 3) L(g )/( I - 2fJ
- ").

0< t:O::;; (c - h)/2

The proof of Lemma 5.1 is complete.

With the above preliminary result, we can now give our direct theorem
as follows.

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that g E C[O, I] satisfies gl x ~ b = 0 and L(g) < 00.

Then we have

IlxfJ(B:(g, x) - g(x) )11 Lc,(x'; 2/3) ~ M >.fJn - >(L(g) + II gil Cfe)' (5.5)

Proof of Lemma 5.2. By Lemma 5.1 we need only prove (5.5) with the
term L(g)+ Ilgllx replaced by L(g)+L'(g).

For x E (0, D, let d = Jx/n ~ 16/3. We use the Steklov function gd
defined by (5.4). By the computations in [12, p. 294] we have

f

di2 fdi2
Ig(t) - gd(t)1 ~ (2/d)2 (u + V)2> t- II -" du dv L(g)

o 0

for t > 0;

Ig~(t)I~9t-fJ->d2>-2L(g) for t>O;

Ig(O) - gd(O)1 ~ (2/df (2 (2 (u + v)" -fJ du dv L'(g)
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To estimate (5.5) we need a class of modified Bernstein operators given
by

11

B:*(j, x) = L f(kln) Pn.k(X).
k ~ 1

Then, we have for x E (0, n
XII IB:(g, x) - g(x)1 ~xlllgd(X) - g(x)1 +xIlB:*(lgd- gl, x)

+Xllp".O(X) /g(O)-gAO)/ +xIlIB,;(gd' X)-gd(X)1

:= J) + J 2+ J 3+ J 4.

By the above estimates for gd we obtain

J 1 ~ xllx-II-~(xln)~ L(g) = n-~L(g);

J 2~ x ll(B:*(r 2, X»(IIH)/2 d2~L(g)~ 6n -~L(g);

J 3~ xll(l - xt M~.II(x/n)(~-1I)/2L'(g)

~ M~_II(x(l - x)"-) )(HII)/2 n(lI- ~)/2L'(g)~ M~_lIn -~L'(g).

The main difficulty exists in the estimates of J4 - We discuss two cases.
If a+8~1, then (t-U)U-II-~ is monotone for UE(X,t) or (t,x).

Hence,

J4~XIlB:: (If 1(t-u)g~(u)1 dul, x)

~ 9xIlB:«(t- X)2 X-II-~ d h - 2L(g), x)

~9n -~L(g).

The second case is 0: + () > I. In this case we use a different method to
estimate J 4 -

We observe that

J 4 ~ X
OB,~ (Ir(t - u) g ~ (u) du \ ' x)

Therefore, using Holder's inequality we have for x E (0, lin]

J4~9xll-l d2~-2L(g)B:(lt-xI 3- O-\ x)/(2-8-0:)

~ 9xll - I d2~-2L(g)(x(1 - x)/n)(3-0-~1/2/(2 - () - 0:)

~ 9n -~L(g )/(2 - () - a).

640/76/3-10
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For x E (I/n, nwe also have

J4~ 9x IJ - I d 2a - 2L( g){ B,~*((t _ x)2 (t 1- IJ - a + Xl - IJ - a), X)

+ Pn,O(:t) X 3 - IJ - a/(2 - 0 -ex)}

~ 36n -,L(g)/(2 - 0 - IX) + 9xO - I d 2a - 2L(g)(B: *«t _ X)4, X»1/2

X (B:*(t-2, X»(OH-I)/2

~ Ma.on-aL(g).

Thus, combining all the above estimates we have

Ilxo(B.~(g, x) - g(X) )111.,1' 'S 2/3) ~ M "on '(L(g) + L'(g».

Hence, Lemma 5.2 holds.

By our method here we can give characterization theorems for weighted
approximation by other exponential-type operators. It is also possible
to give other direct results, not only in the non-optimal Lipschitz case.
A crucial tool in these approaches is a certain Steklov-type function
as given by (5.4). For the operators defined on infinite intervals it is
interesting to consider weighted approximation with weights other than
polynomial weights.

6. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS

For the multidimensional Bernstein operators given by (1.5), our
decomposition technique can be expressed as

n- 1

Bn(f, x, y) = L Pn.k(X){ B:-kUk/n, y/(l - x» - Ik/n(y/(l - X»}
k=O

+ {B:UY/(l - xl, x) _ r/(I- X)(x)}.

Here, for s, t E [0, 1] we denote Is and f' E C[O, 1] as

Is(t)=f'(s)=/(s, (l-s)t).

(6.1 )

(6.2)

This decomposition technique for multidimensional Bernstein operators
is crucial in the proof of our main results. Similar techniques can be used
for other multidimensional operators on different domains (see [17,18]).

We have now decomposed the multidimensional Bernstein operators
into univariate Bernstein operators. Therefore, we can use our direct result
in Section 5 for univariate operators to prove Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose that (3.6) holds. We show that the
conditions in (3) are satisfied. We only prove (3.7) since the other conditions
can be proved in the same way.

Let x + y ~ e, h <!- e12. Then, for any g E D we have

Iw(x, y) x' A~eJ(x, y)1 ~ 4w(x, y) x' Ilf - gil wx~Py-)'(l - x - y - 2h)-~

+ w(x, y) x' J: J: 1(:':2 g) (x + u + v, y)1 du dv

~ 4 1 + ~x' Ilf - gil ... + 4~x' ~ Ih2~(g)

~41+~X'{llf -gll .. +h2X-'~(g)}.

Hence,

Iw(x, y) x' A~eJ(x,Y)I ~ 4' + ~x'K(f, h2lx)w

~ 4' +~x'M(h2Ix)'

~4IHMh2'.

Therefore, (3.7) holds. We have proved the implication "(2) = (3)".
Now we prove the final implication. Suppose that the conditions in (3)

are satisfied and the terms in (3.7)-(3.9) are bounded by Mh 2
" Mt 2

" and
Mh't', respectively. To complete our proof, it is sufficient to prove

IIw(x, y)(Bn(f,x,y) - f(x, y»11 L
x
(x+yO/3) = O(n~'). (6.3)

By Lemma 4.6 we can assume that fl x + y;;' b = O.
Note that f vanishes in the boundary of S. By our decomposition

formula (6.1) and Lemma 5.2 we have for x + y ~ ~ and x, y > 0

Iw(x, y)(BnCf, x, y) - f(x, y»1
[bn)

~xP L Pn.k(x) l(yl(l-x))1'
k~l

x {B: ~ k(ik,'n' yl(l - x» - fkln(yl(l - x»} I
+ y" Ix P{B:(P/O - x), x) _ p/O -x)(x)} I

[bn)

~xP L Pn.k(x) Ilz"(B:~k(fkln' z)- fkln(z»IIL"c\ZO/3)
k~l

+ y)' IlzP(B:(P/(' - xl, z) - p'/ll ~ x)(z»11 L,,(z"; 2/3)

[bn)

~XP L Pn,k(x)M,.),(n-k)-' (L(fk/n) + Ilfllm)
k~l

(6.4)
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Then, we need only compute the weighted Lipschitz constant of the
univariate functions. We note that fUn IIh.ll = 0, Fl1h.ll = O.

We first compute LUkin)' Let 0 < x:S;; h, 0 < h:s;; (c - h)/2, () = }',
0< k:s;; hn. Then, we have

Ih- 2,xi'+' LlUkin(x)1

=h 2,X)'+' lL1flkinlheJ(k/n, (l-k/n)x)1

:S;;42'1h- h x ;,+'M((I-k/n)h)2' ((I-k/n)x)-' (n/k)li ((I-k/n)x)

:s;; 4;' + 2"M(k/n)- fl.

Hence,

Next, we compute L(F). Let 0 < x < h, 0 < z:s;;~, () = p. We have

Ih- 2'x fl +' L1~F(x)1=h- 2'X 1i
+x ILI~eJ(x, (I-x)z)

+,12 h-eJ(x+2h, (I-x)z)

+ 2L1 he\ L1- h=eJ(x + h, (I - x)z)1

Hence,

Combinig these two estimates with (6.4), we obtain

Iw(x, y)( B,,(f, x, y) - f(x, y))1

[bIll

:s;; M,.r\:P L P".dx)(n-k)-' (4 3M(k/n)-li + IlfllXl)
k~l

+ M,.pn -'yl'(46M(y/(1 - x)))' + Ilfll ,£)

:s;; M,.r(l- b)-' n-' {XP43
M (2 kt (n + I )/(k + I) p".dx )r+ Ilfll w}

+ M,.fln -'y)'(46My-l' + Ilfll ",)

Here M' is a constant independent of x, y, and n.
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Thus, we obtain

Ilw(x, y)(Bn(f, x, y) - f(x, y) )11 Lx C< + 1'0/31 ~ M'n -~.

The proof of Theorem I is then complete.

421

Remark. We may wish to extend Theorem I to the space C(S).
However, this is far more difficult and different, and we shall discuss this
problem elsewhere.

Remark. By our decomposition technique here we can simplify
Ditzian's proof of Theorem A (see [7J).
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